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Abstract 
We consider the behaviour of semi-oriented bootstrap ercolation restricted to a finite 
square or torus. We prove that as the probability of initial occupancy p tends to zero, the side 
length required for a two-dimensional torus to have non-negligible chance of filling itself up is 
between 
e tc I°g2P)/P and e (c I°g~P)/P 
for universal constants c and C. We show similar esults for the side length required for a square 
to show significant clustering behaviour. 
Keywords: Bootstrap ercolation; Critical lengths; Exponential rates 
O. Introduction and chief results 
Recently there has been a large amount of work on the family of cellular automata 
known as bootstrap ercolation. Physicists using simulations uggested interesting, 
non-trivial large scale behaviours. See Adler (1991) for a summary of these phenomena 
and an account of the motivations that led to their study. Schonmann (1992) estab- 
lished rigorously many surprising results. See also Andjel (1993) and Mountford 
(1993). We will consider two models of two-dimensional semi-oriented (or Duarte) 
bootstrap ercolation. These are cellular automata {~,},  >~ o on {0, 1} z~ such that: 
(1) r/o(X) are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables with parameter p.
(2) For n >/1, ~l , - l (x )  = 1 implies that ~/n(x) = 1. 
(3) Either (a) ~/n(x) = 1 if r/n-l(x - el) = 1 and t ln- l (X - e2) + ~ln-~(X + e2) /> 1; 
or (b) ~l,(x) = 1 if ~/,-l(x - el) + r/,_ l(X - -  e2)  q- rln-l(X q- e2) >1 2. 
(4) If neither (2) nor (3) are operative then ~n(X) = O. 
(In the above description of the dynamics, ei denotes the unit vector in the ith 
direction.) 
These models were introduced by Duarte (1989). Schonmann (1992) showed that in 
the plane the critical value of p, above which every site eventually becomes occupied, is
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equal to 0. Given a set A c Z 2, bootstrap percolation restricted to A is a process 
{ r/. }. ~> oon {0, 1 }a where rules (1), (2) and (4) above apply unaltered and (for example) 
(3(a)) is replaced by for x~A,  q, (x )= l  if I a (x - -e l )q , - l (x - -e l )= l  and 
IA (X  - -  ez)r ln-  l (x  -- e2) + I a (X  + e2)q,- l(x + e2) >/1. Here Ia denotes the indicator 
function for the set A. In this paper we will be concerned with the semi-oriented 
bootstrap ercolation restricted to finite sets [0, N] 2 where these sets are considered 
both as a torus and as a set where points (x,0) are considered to neighbour points 
(x, N) to the right (and equally points (x, N) neighbour (x, 0) to the left), but where 
points (0, x) and (N, x) do not neighbour each other and where, therefore, these points 
have only three neighbours. To distinguish the two, we use TN to denote the torus and 
SN to denote the latter object. Given an initial configuration r/o( .,. ) on TN, we say TN 
is internally spanned if according to the above dynamics q~(. , .  ) is identically one on 
TN. That is TN "fills itself up". Note that for TN the update rules (1)-(4) are to be 
understood as being mod(N + 1), while for SN the rules are understood to be 
mod(N + 1) for the second co-ordinate only and that sites (0, x) are never updated. It 
follows from simple probability that for fixed N, as p tends to zero the probability that 
TN is internally spanned converges to zero. Conversely, Schonmann (1992) implies 
that for fixed p > 0, as N tends to infinity, the probability that TN is internally 
spanned tends to one. A natural question therefore is how large must N be for given 
small p, so that the chance that TN is internally spanned is, say, greater than ½. Our 
main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1. We have 
sup pv[ TN is internally spanned] ~ 0 
N ~< eI°g~p/1000p 
and 
inf PV[TN is internally spanned] ~ 1 
N >1 e lO001°g2p/p 
asp~O 
asp ~0.  
This result confirms the conjecture of Adler et al. (1991). See also Adler et al. (1990). 
The Theorem stands in contrast o the corresponding result for both ordinary and 
modified bootstrap ercolation. For this case Aizenman and Lebowitz (1988) showed 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.2. There exist universal constants c and C so that 
sup pv [ TN is internally spanned] ~ 0 as p --* 0 
N <~e c/p 
and 
inf pv[ TN is internally spanned] --* 1 as p -o O. 
N >1 e c/v 
For concreteness and notational simplicity, we will work explicitly with the model 
governed by the rules (1), (2), (3(a)) and (4) but only minor modifications are required 
for the proofs to be extended to the model with rules (1), (2), (3(b)) and (4). 
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1. Preliminary observations and plan of the paper 
We now wish to record a few observations, ome general and some particular to 
semi-oriented bootstrap ercolation. 
It should be noted from defining properties (1)-(4) given in the introduction that 
probability applies only to r/o, and that given ~/o, the configurations q, are completely 
determined for all n. This is a property it shares with other bootstrap ercolation 
models. 
Again as with all bootstrap ercolation processes, the semi-oriented processes are 
attractive, a property that will be extensively used. See Liggett (1985) for an account of 
this property. Given the deterministic nature of the processes attractiveness translates 
into the strong statement 
q. ~< r/'. implies that for all r positive q.+~ ~< r/'.+r. 
Here and throughout the paper we use ~< to denote the natural (co-ordinate-wise) 
partial order. As (by property 2) the process is increasing in time with respect o the 
natural partial order, the configuration r/~ is well defined both for restricted and 
unrestricted models. Note that one consequence of the attractiveness i  that we can 
update in a different order from the natural time ordering and still arrive at the same 
r/~ configuration provided we give each vacant site repeated chances to flip to an 
occupied state. 
Though we are ultimately interested in the semi-oriented process on the torus Tu, 
we must first consider the process restricted on SN. For the following, {q,},~> o will 
denote the process on SN. The observations below are vital to our understanding of
this process and will help the reader understand why we prefer to work initially with 
this process rather than directly with the bootstrap ercolation on TN. 
(i) ~/~(0,x) = ~/o(0,x) for all x, 
(ii) r/~(i,x) is measurable with respect o a{q~( i  - 1,y), ~lo(i,y), y = 0, 1 . . . . .  N}, 
(iii) q~(i ,x)  is measurable with respect o a{qo(j,y), 0 ~<j ~< i 0 ~< y ~< N}. 
Observations (ii) and (iii) immediately give: 
(iv) The {0,1} t°'Nl valued process Z, = ~/~(n,.), n = 0,1,2, . . . ,N,  is a Markov 
process. 
The above properties, which are crucial for the approach of this paper, were pointed 
out (and stressed) to the author by Roberto Schonmann. The author is grateful for this 
and other help. 
Through the next few sections we will treat g, defined in (iv) above as a Markov 
process without further comment. It is therefore natural for us to say that an interval 
I c {0, N] is occupied at time n if Z,(x) = 1 for every x ~ I. It should be noted that as 
0 and N are considered to be neighbours, an interval may for example be 
IN - 1, N,0, 1]. This terminology should not be confused with references to r/,(.,.). 
For the rest of the paper we will not be concerned with the process r/R( .,. ) beyond the 
configurations r/o(-,.) and r/w(.,. ). It is also clear that the random vectors Z, are 
stochastically increasing (with respect to the natural partial order). As noted in 
observation (i) above, Zo(X)= r/~(O,x)= r/o(O,x) for every x; therefore for small 
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p there is no interesting question of SN being internally spanned. We will show instead 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 1.1. For the semi-oriented bootstrap ercolation model ~/ restricted to SN, 
sup PP[~/o~(N,')= I] ~0 as p ~ O 
N ~< e t°~p/l°°°p 
and 
inf PP[rloo(N,.) - 1] ~ 1 as p --, O. 
N >i e lc~°l°g~/p 
The heuristic idea of a critical droplet is important to the progress of this paper. In 
bootstrap ercolation we think of a critical droplet as a simple collection of occupied 
sites with the property that it has a tendency to "grow" to infinite size "by itself". 
Natural simple objects to look at are columns { n} x J for an interval J. In the context 
of semi-oriented percolation, { n} x J grows to infinite size should mean that for each 
m > n, {m} x J is occupied by ~/o~(','). It is not too difficult to show that if J is an 
interval of length (C/p)log(1/p) where C is large then {n} × J has a tendency to 
"grow" when fully occupied. It is less clear (and involves much work) to show that if 
J is of length (c/p)log(1/p) where c is small then {n} x J does not have this tendency. 
The above heuristics uggest that to show the second part of Proposition 1.1, we 
have to show that with high probability there are lots of critical droplets {0} x J, while 
to show the first part of Proposition 1.1, we must show that if c is chosen sufficiently 
small then no critical droplets are formed. This turns out to be much harder and takes 
up Sections 2-4. That these vertical intervals were the critical droplets was pointed 
out by Roberto Schonmann i a communication to Adler, van Enter and Duarte. The 
proof of Proposition 1.1 is completed in Section 5. We build on Proposition 1.1 and 
complete the proof of Theorem 0.1 in Section 6. 
2. The basic ideas and concepts 
In this section we will introduce some concepts and notation for use in Section 3. 
First we try to sketch our approach to proving Proposition 1.1. Until Section 6, r/will 
denote a process on SN. As previously stated, the proof that for N large enough 
ZN = ~/o~(N,. ) = 1 with large probability consists mostly of showing that with large 
probability Xo = r/o(0,. ) contains occupied vertical intervals of length K(log(1/p))/p 
for large K. The proof that, for N small (in the sense of Proposition 1.1), 
ZN = r/~(N, . )= 1 with very low probability consists of showing that the Markov 
process Xn never hits the set of points in {0, 1 }tO.N] with occupied intervals of length 
k(log(1/p))/p where k is small. In fact we will show that provided N is sufficiently 
small (in the sense of Proposition 1.1), the Markov process Xn will never hit the set of 
points in {0, 1 }tO,N] with occupied intervals of length (log (1/p))/lOOp outside of a set of 
probability tending to zero as p tends to zero. The idea of the proof is a simple one: 
one way to bound the chance that a Markov process X, hits a set B is to construct 
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a positive function f so that f (Xt ,  t) is a supermartingale and such that f (X ,  t) is 
greater than M for X~ E B. Then Doob's  Optional  Sampling Theorem yields the 
bound P[X,  ~ B for some t] < E[f(Xo,O)] /M.  Later in this section we will intro- 
duce a function out of which our supermartingale will be built. Section 3, devoted to 
showing that it has the supermartingale property, is unavoidably technical. 
Before introducing our supermartingale function, we amplify observation (iv), 
stated in the previous section. Observat ion (iii) states that X.-~ and r/o(n,.) are 
independent. We examine how, together, they produce Z,. Given X,-1 and 
x ~ { 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  N }, we define I ,_  l (x) to be the largest interval I containing x which is 
totally occupied by ;~. _ 1; I .  _ 1 (x) = 0 if ~, _ 1 ( x ) = 0. If Z. - 1 ( x ) = 1 we define c. _ 1 (x) 
to be the union of I ._  l (x) and its two neighbouring sites. If X , - l (x )  = 0 we define 
c._ l(x) to simply be the set {x }. Then we obtain ~. from Z.- 1 by the following simple 
rule: 
Ifqo(n,y) = 1 for some y e c,_ l(x) then Z,(x) = 1; otherwise X.(x) = 0. This simple 
derivation of q~( . , . )  is important for showing independence. 
Given an interval 1 = [0 ,N] ,  we write X.(I) for the random vector on {0,1} I
obtained by projecting the random vector Z, from {0, 1 }Eo,m to {0, 1 }~. The transition 
probabilities of the process Z, have the following useful property. 
Lemma 2.1. Let lx, 12 . . . . .  Ir be random subintervals of[0, N] ,  measurable with respect 
to Z,- ~. Then given Z.- x, the random vectors Z.( I ~ ), Z.(I2) . . . .  , ~(.(Ir) are conditionally 
independent if and only if the sets { [Jx~s c,_ l(x)}s= 1.2 ...... are mutually disjoint. 
2.1. Notation and definitions 
Given Z ~ { 0, 1 }to,m, p ~ (0, 1) and a subinterval of [0, N] ,  I, we say a site i is close to 
a site j if li - J l  < P -  1/2, i, j e I and z(i) = :t (J) = 1. We say i and j are close at time n if 
l i - J l  < p-1/2, i, j are in I and z.( i)= z , ( j )=  1. We then define the equivalence 
relation R by: 
iRj if there exist { io, il, . . . ,  iv } so that i --- io, j = iv and for each k, i k - 1 is close to i k. 
If an interval I = ~)~=1 Ji, where the di are abutting, disjoint intervals, we write 
I = d l , J2  ... .  , J r .  Given X ~ {0, 1} t°'N], we call the minimal intervals that contain 
equivalence classes of R clusters of I. Given X we can decompose I into a sequence of 
abutting intervals: 
I = D(1), C(1), O(2), C(2), ... ,C(m), 
where the intervals D(i) are vacant for Z and the C(i) are clusters for X- (D is vacant for 
Z if Z(X) = 1 for each x e D.) For  definiteness we take D(1) or C(I) to contain the 
"leftmost" site of I. Necessarily each D(j) has length at least p-x/2, unlessj  = 1 or m, 
when D(1) when even be null. I fm = 1, then D(1) or C(I) may very well be null. Note 
m = m(z), the number of clusters is a function of ~. If the decomposit ion corresponds 
to Z,, then the above intervals will be given the suffix n. 
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For a cluster C of Z, I CI denotes ~r~c Z(Y), while len(C) denotes the cardinality of 
C without reference to any configuration. If context does not unequivocally indicate 
a specific configuration, then Y~y~cg(Y) will be denoted by I CIx. 
We use F~ to denote the a-field generated by Z j, 0 ~< j ~< n. Given the deterministic 
update rules, Fn is contained in the a-field generated by ~/o(J,Y), 0 ~<j ~< n, 0 ~< y ~< N. 
We define a function f~ on {0, 1 }to.s] by 
j= l  
where C(j) are the clusters of I (for Z). This function for suitable intervals I will be the 
basic unit in constructing the supermartingale f. 
Since clusters of size 1 do not contribute to fr(z), the following decomposition of
I into a sequence of abutting intervals is also useful: 
I = M(1), K(1), M(2), K(2) . . . . .  K(r), 
where, for each j, K(j) is equal to the union of a cluster of X of size at least wo and its 
two neighbouring sites if they are in interval I, and, for each j, M(j) has the property 
that any two of its sites that are occupied by X are at least p- 1/2 apart, and no occupied 
sites of M(j) are within p-1/2 of the endpoints of M(j). Each M(j) has length at least 
p- 1/2 _ 2, unless (as before)j equals 1 or m. K(r) may be a null interval. It should be 
noted that r = r(x), the number of clusters of size at least two, is a function of Z. 
Obviously m(z) i> r(x). As before, if the decomposition corresponds to Z, then the 
intervals will be given an n suffix. For the above decomposition the intervals K(i) will 
be referred to as thick intervals of Z, the M(i) being thin intervals. 
The above decomposition is useful as all the intervals M(i) and K(i) have vacant 
endpoints. The lemma below gives some motivation for its introduction. 
Lemma 2.2. Let L1, L 2 . . . .  , L, be disjoint F,_ 1 measurable subintervals of I such that 
all endpoints of these subintervals which are not endpoints of I, are vacant for Z,-1 and 
such that any endpoints of I in Ui Li must be contained in L1 w Lr. Then: 
(i) /f none of the endpoints of I are both endpoints of some Li and occupied by 
Z,-I, then the random vectors  Zn-l(Li) are conditionally independent 9iven 
Fn_ 1, and 
(ii) /f Z,-1 has at least two vacant sites on the complement of I, then the random 
vectors Z,- l(  Li) are conditionally independent 9iven Fn-1. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 2.1 and the fact that if the endpoints of an interval 
L~ are vacant at time n - 1, then Ot.jcn-l(x) = Lj. For part (ii) note that while the 
hypotheses ensure that OLjcn-l(x) and OL~cn-l(x) must be disjoint i f j  and k are 
different and at least one ofj and k is not equal to 1 or r, it is possible in general to have 
OL~C,_I(X)nOLrC~_I(X ) non-empty. However, any intersection must be in the 
complement of I and cannot be nonempty if Z,- 1 contains two vacant sites on the 
complement of I. [] 
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3. Establishing the supermartingale property 
The objective of this section is to prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. Let N be an integer greater than (3/lOOp)log(1/p) and let I be an 
interval, ( c [0, N])  of length (log (1/p))/lOOp. Let T = inf{ n : z~ contains a fully occu- 
pied interval of length (log (1/p) )/lOOp }. Then,for small p, M,  = f1(z,  ^  T) -- (n/x T )pl/4 
is a supermartingale with respect to F~. 
Recall F, = a{Zj: j << n}. 
Remark. Here and in the sequel, we write (log(1/p))/lOOp, meaning the integer part of 
this quantity. This sloppiness is in the interest of notational minimality. 
We must use a stopping time such as T since if X, contains a large occupied interval, 
then such an interval would have a tendency to grow, which would violate the 
supermartingale property we seek, while if T > n, then any interval I which is 
completely occupied at time n is more likely to be completely vacant at time n + 1 
than to have grown. 
Proposition 3.1 is the key part of showing the first statement of Theorem 0.1. As 
Proposition 3.1 only applies to integers above a certain value, we have to deal with 
smaller integers eparately. This is accomplished by the proposition below. 
Proposition 3.2. We have 
sup PP[all rows of[O,N] 2 are non-vacant for qo] --* 0 
N ~< (3 / X 00p) log ( 1/p) 
asp~O.  
Proof. The value of ~/0 at sites of [0, N]  2 are independent Bernouilli random vari- 
ables, so the chance of a given row being non-vacant is exactly 1 - (1 - p)N+ x. The 
chance that all rows are non-vacant is exactly [1 - (1  -p)N= l]N+ 1. The result can 
now be easily seen by considering separately the cases N <<. 1/p and N > 1/p. [] 
The value in the above proposition is that if qo has a vacant row, then this row must 
remain vacant for all subsequent times by update rule 3. Therefore this row will be 
vacant for r/~. We then conclude that r/~(,) and r/~(n,) are not - 1. 
In the rest of this section we assume without explicitly acknowledging it that 
N >~ 3(log (1/p))/100p. Throughout this section I will denote a generic subinterval of 
length (log 1/p))/lOOp. The chief motivation for our restrictions on N is that we can 
reformulate Lemma 2.2 thus: 
Lemma 2.2: Let N be greater than 3(log(1/p))/lOOp. Let L1, Lz, ... , L, be disjoint F,_ 1 
measurable subintervals of an interval I of length (log(1/p ))/l OOp such that all endpoints 
of these subintervals which are not endpoints of I, are vacant for )~._ 1. Then on the set 
{ T > n -- 1 } the random vectors Z,-a(LI)  are conditionally independent given F._ x. 
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Proof. If I and N are as specified in the lemma, then the complement of interval I in 
[0,N] is an interval of length at least 2(log(l/p))/lOOp. On event { T > n - 1 } it must 
be the case that this complement contains two sites vacant for :t,_ 1. The result now 
follows from Lemma 2.2 (ii). [] 
Before proving Proposition 3.1, we wish to prove a result that shows that Mo, 
defined in the statement of Proposition 3.1, is not too large. 
Lemma 3.1. For M. as defined in the statement ofProposition 3.1 and for p sufficiently 
small, E[Mo]  < 2. 
Proof. For interval I, let X be the number of sites x in I such that (i) 
:to(X) = qo(0,x) = 1 and either (a) x is within p-1/2 of the left endpoint of I or (b) 
:to(Y) = qo(0,y) = 1 for some y e(x - p-1/2,x). 
Clearly Mo <~ (l/p) x/l°°. Since X is a stochastically increasing function of len(I) it 
easily follows that 
P[X  >>. n] <~ P[X  >1 1]". 
Also 
P[X  ~ 1] ~ p-a/2p + len(I)p.p-1/2.p 
which is less than pl/4 for small p. The result now follows. [] 
For L a subinterval of [0, N], we define 
N.(L) = ~ (1 + l{x. ,tx)=o))Z.(x), 
x~-L 
G.(L) = (l/p) (u"(L)-l)+/l°° and G'.(L) = (1/p) N"(L)/l°°. 
The motivation for these definitions will now be detailed. Consider K, a fixed thick 
interval of I at time n - 1. Recall that a thick interval of I is the union of a cluster of 
I and the vacant neighbours of the cluster that are in I. 
As K is thick, we can decompose it as 
K = Vx,L1, Vz .... ,Lv, Vv+l, (*) 
where for :t._ a: 
(1) the intervals V~ are completely vacant at time n - 1. 
(2) the intervals Li are completely full at time n - 1, 
(3) the lengths of the V~ are all less than p-  1/2 and V1 and Vv+ 1 consists of at most 
a single point. 
For an interval H, ]HI. is the cardinality of the sites in H that are occupied by :t.. For 
any i ~ [1, v], as 
v+l  
( Ig l . -  1)+ ~< ( IL i l . -  1)+ + ~ IL~I. + ~ IVsl,, 
j~: i  j= l  
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it is easily seen that for any i E [ 1, n] 
In fact this inequality is true for any decomposition of K, but the inequality for 
decomposition (* ) is particularly useful. 
The lemma below follows from some simple computations using the above de- 
composition ( * ). 
Lemma 3.2. Let interval L c I, (I an interval of size (log(l/p))/lOOp), be 
(i) an interval J (fully occupied by xn_ 1) ofcardinality at least two, plus of the two 
adjoining sites those which belong to I, and where any of the two adjoining sites of J that 
are in I are vacant at time n - 1, or 
(ii) two intervals J and K, both fully occupied by xn _ 1, separated by a single vacant 
site, plus this single site, plus of the two adjoining sites those that are in I, and where any 
of the adjoining sites of J and K that are in I are vacant at time n - 1, or 
(iii) an interval J (fully occupied by xn _ 1) of length one, plus of the two adjoining sites 
those which belong to I, and where any of the two adjoining sites of J that are in I are 
vacant at time n - 1. 
Zf xn_ 1 does not possess a full interval of length (log( l/p))/lOOp (for example if 
T > n - l), then for cases (i) and (ii) and for p suflciently small, 
(ILL, - I)/100 
(1 - p”‘O). 
Zf the interval is as in (iii) then 
1 ECG(L)IF,-II G p 0 ‘L’“-“loo(l _ pi/lo) = 
for small p. (Thus in all three cases 
(1 - p”“) for small p.) 
Proof. For case (i) suppose first that L has two endpoints x and y which are in I and 
vacant at time n - 1. Then G,(L) takes values: 
(a) ( l/p)“Ll.- L - l)/lW with probability (1 - p)‘(l - (1 - p)‘en(L)-2). (This is on the 
event qo(n,x) = qo(n,y) = 0 but qo(n,) is not completely vacant on L.) 
(b) (,/p)(l”I~~~+l)/‘” with probability 2p(l - p). (This is on the event 
ro(n,x) + r0(4y) = 1.) 
(c) ( l/p)w I + 3MlW with probability p2. (This is on the event qo( n, x) + qo( n, y) = 2.) 
1 with probability (1 - p)len(‘). (This on the event that qo(n,) s 0 on L.) 
In this case the conclusion follows from explicit calculation. The other case is where 
one endpoint of L is a vacant site in I and the other is an occupied (at time n - 1) site 
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which is an endpoint of I also. Let x be any site of L occupied at time n -  1 (or 
equivalently, let x be in L but not the vacant endpoint). Let V be the interval c,_ l(x). 
Note that V does not depend on the specific occupied x chosen from L. Necessarily, 
V contains points outside I. Let y be the only site in L that is vacant at time n - 1. 
Then G,(L) takes values: 
(i) (l/p) ~JLl" ~-l)/loo with probabil ity (1 - p)(1 - (1 - p)~e,~v)-l). (This is on the 
event rio(n,y) = 0 but rio(n,') is not completely vacant on V.) 
(ii) (l/p) flu"-' + 1)/1oo with probabil ity p. (This is on the event rio(n,y) = 1.) 
1 with probabil ity (1 -p)~e.tv). (This on the event that rio(n,.) -= 0 on V.) 
Again the desired conclusion follows from explicit calculation, given that on 
{T > n - 1}, len(V) is less than (log(1/p))/lOOp. 
Case (ii) follows from similar considerations and calculations. 
Case (iii) follows from calculations almost exactly the same as those that were used 
for case (i). [] 
Lemma 3.3. (i) Let interval K ( c I) be thick at time n - 1 and have exactly two 
occupied sites at this time. Then 
(~) 1/100 E[G, (K) IF , -1 ]  <<. (i _pmO)  
on { T > n - 1 } for p small enough. 
(ii) Let interval K be thick at time n - 1 and consist of three fully occupied (at time 
n - 1) intervals J1, J2, J3, plus any other points of 
U c._l(x) 
xEUJ  i 
which belong to I. Suppose furthermore that J1 and J2 are separated by a single vacant 
site as are J2 and J3. Then 
E[G. (K) IF . _ I ]  <~ (1 _ p)1/10(~) (IK1"-1-1)/1°0 
on { T > n - 1 } for p small enough. 
Proof. (i) Let x and y be the sites occupied at time n - 1. If Ix - y f = 1, then the 
desired conclusion follows from Lemma 3.2, case (i). I f  Ix - Y] = 2, then it follows 
from Lemma 3.2, case (ii). So we assume that neither of these situations holds. Then we 
can write K as K1, J, Kz where K1 = c,_ l (x )n I ,  K2 = c,_ I(Y) and J is an interval of 
length at most p -  1/2 _ 2, completely vacant at time n - 1. J may of course contain no 
points: 
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Now G',(J), N.(K1), N.(K2) are all independent (given F._ 1) by Lemma 2.2' and 
( (~)1 /50) len( / )  P49/50)) 1/p~/2 p23/50 
E[G' . ( J ) IF ,_ I ]= l -p+ p ~<(1+ ~<1+ 
for p small enough. The result follows from explicit calculations similar to those of the 
preceding lemma. 
(ii) Write K as K1, J2, K3. Then 
(~t(Nn(KI)+N (J2)+Nn(K3)) 1)+/100 n 
G.(K) = 
Now N.(K1) and N.(K3) are independent by Lemma 2.1. The result follows from 
calculations similar to those needed for part (i). [] 
Lemma 3.4. For K a thick interval of I for X.-1, 
~< (~)(Ir,. ,-1)/loo(1- pl/lO) 
E[G. (K) IF . -  a] 
for small p on the set { T > n - 1 }, and thus 
E[G',(K)IF._I] ~<(~) ~'/~'"-'/1°°(1 -01/1°) 
for small p, on the set { T > n - 1 }. 
Proof. We will use induction on v, the number of distinct intervals of K which are 
completely filled by X.- 1. The case where v = 1 is dealt with by Lemma 3.2 applied to 
case (i). We assume that the result holds for all K which consist ofr ( < v) full intervals. 
We will prove that under these circumstances 
E[G.(K)IF._l j<~(~)(,KI. ~-1)/lo0(1- pl/lO) 
for small p when K has v fully occupied intervals plus vacant intervals. 
Let the ( . )  decomposition of K be V1, FI, V: . . . . .  F,., Vv+ 1. 
There are two cases to consider: 
(i) For some i (necessarily • { 2, 3, . . . ,  v}), Vi has length at least two. 
(ii) Every Vi has length at most one. 
We first consider case (i). Suppose that Vi has length at least two. Decompose K into 
L1, J, Lz so that: 
L1 = V1, F1 . . . . .  Fi- 1, V~ where V[ is simply the left endpoint of V~, 
L2 = V[',F~, ... ,  Vv+l where V[' is simply the right endpoint of V~. 
J is a completely vacant interval (for X.-1) of length not greater than p-1/2 _ 2. 
If ILl I,- 1 and [L21.- 1 are both equal to one, then the desired inequality follows from 
Lemma 3.3 part (i), so we can assume that one of these terms is greater than one. 
Without loss of generality, we assume ILl I.-1 > 1. 
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For a vacant interval J, G',(J) is equal to (1/p) t2y,xo, x .  (x))/loo. As was shown in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3, E[G'.(J) IF._ 1] ~< 1 + p2S/5o for p small. It follows from Lemma 
2.2' that the three quantities G'.(J), G.(L1) and G'.(L2) are conditionally independent 
given F,_ 1. Thus, using our induction hypothesis or Lemma 3.2 as appropriate, we 
have 
E[G.(K)I F. -1]  ~< E[G.(L1)I F._I]E[G'.(L2)I F.-1]E[G'.(J)I F.-1] 
< (1 - pro°)2 (1 + p2a/5°)(l~ (ILl1"-'-1 +lL21n lj/100 
,,p/ 
1 ) / l o o .  - 
< (1 - pl/lo 
This concludes the inductive step for case (i). 
It remains to consider case (ii). Given Lemma 3.2, case (ii) and Lemma 3.3, part (ii), 
we may assume that v is at least four. We decompose K into L1, F3, L2 where 
L 1 = V I ,F1 ,V2 ,F2 ,  V3,  L2 = Va,  F 4 . . . . .  Vv+l .  
It is easy to see that 
/ 1 V e"tv3)/l°° 
Again, using Lemma 2.2' and the inductive hypothesis we see 
E[ G,,( K) , F,,_ I ] <~ E[ G,,( LI ) , F,,_ I] (~ ) ''n(r3)/'°° E[ G''( L2) ' F'-  x ] 
~<(1-p l /1° )2(~)  (IKI" t-1)/100. 
The lemma is proven. [] 
The second part of our program is to consider the contribution to f(z.)  made by 
thin intervals of/. Recall that i fM is a thin interval for l. then all the sites in M that are 
occupied by X.- 1 are at least p-  1/2 apart from each other and there are no occupied 
sites within p-  1/2 _ 1 of the endpoints of M. 
We can define the function fH(g.) for intervals H, measurable with respect to F._ 1 
following the definitions of Section 2. The following lemma will be used to bound 
E[f(g.) lF.-1] on {T > n - 1}. 
Lemma 3.5. Let HI, A1 . . . . .  H,, A, be contiguous intervals. Define 
Z L = ~ I{x(x) = l for some x in Ai within p-l~2 of Hi}. 
i=1 
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Define 
Z R -:- ~ I {~((x) = l for some x in Ai within p-U2 of Hi+l}. 
i=1 
where H,+ I = HI, then 
fu,a,,,u,,,,(z) <<- I-[f,,, I]A, (~ )~/l°° (~ ) ~'/'°° 
Proof. This simply follows from the fact that if a cluster C of ()i Hi w Oi A~ is equal to 
the union of C/n and C: where C~ = C~Hi  and C: = CnAi ,  then I C Iz -  1 ~< 
y~(ICHI -- 1)+ + Z, ( I f f l  - 1)+ + z L + z R. [ ]  
Given the above lemma it is of interest to bound E[fM(Z.) IF._ 1] on { T > n - 1 }. 
Divide M into two disjoint sets D and E where 
E = { x" x e M and Ix - Y l ~< 1 for some site y occupied by Z,- 1 }, 
D = M\E.  
We define the following functions: 
X,(M) =/there  exists a site y within p-~/2 of the left endpoint of M with qo(n, y) = 1 } 
+ I{ there exists a site y within p-1/2 of the right endpoint of M with q0(n, y) = 1 } ' 
Y.(M)  = ~ qo(n,x), 
xeE 
Z. (M)  = ~ I{,o(,,x) = l, there exists ye(x,x + p-,n)with ~/o(n,y)= 1}' 
xEM 
Lemma 3.6. For M a thin interval at time n - 1, fM(z.) <~ (1/P) tz"tM)+ 2r"tM))/I°°. 
Proof. If M were completely vacant at time n - 1, then fM(Z.) =fM(qO(n," )) would 
simply be equal to (l/p) z"/l°°. However fM is more complicated for non-empty E. This 
is because if qo(n, y) = 1 for a site y adjacent o site x occupied at time n - 1, then 
Z,(x) will be equal to one as well as Z.(Y). Thus a non-trivial cluster is automatically 
created when qo(n, y) = 1 for y e E. This can affect fM in tWO ways. It can result in site 
x being occupied by Z., and this in turn can result in two clusters of r/o(n,. ) being 
joined to form one cluster of Z,. Thus each occupied site of E can result in fM(Z.) being 
bigger than fMOlo(n,') by a factor of (l/p) 2. The Lemma is now clear. [] 
Let H. (M)= (1/p) (z"(M)+x"(M)+2Y"(M))/I°°. Putting Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 together 
with Lemma 2.2' gives the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.7. Let the decomposition of I into thick and thin intervals, oiven Z,-1, be 
I = M,-l(1),K,-1(1),M,_l(2) ..... K,_ l(r). Then 
E[ J ) (z . ) ) IF . -1]  <~ E G.(K.-I(j)) I-I.(M.-I(j))IF.-1 
L j= l  j= l  
=FIE  G.(Kn-I(j))IF.-1] E[I-I.(M.-I(j))IF.-1 . 
i=1 j= l  
The following lemma completes our preparations for the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Lemma 3.8. For M a thin interval of I, E[H.(M)IF.-1] <~ 1 + pl/~, provided p is 
small enough. 
Proof. Clearly 
3H.(M) < (~ yz"~u'/l°° + (~)3X"~M)/a°° + (~)  6r"~M)/l°°. 
So the lemma will be proven if we can show that the conditional expectation given 
F._ 1 of each of the three terms on the right-hand side is less than 1 + pl/4. We 
examine these three terms in order. For notational simplicity we will assume that the 
left endpoint of M is 0. We first consider Z,(M). For i = 1, 2 . . . . .  (len(M)/2p- 1/2) + 1, 
we define 
Gi = Mc~[(i - 1)2p-1/2, i2p-1/2), 
Ji = M~[P -1/2 + (i - 1)2p-1/2, p -1/2 + i2p -1/2) 
and 
V(i) = max { x~, qo(n,x), l } -1 ,  
Then it is clear that Z.(M)<~ Vn(M)+ U.(M) where 
U.(M) = Ei U(i); so 
2(~)3Z"(M)/'O°<~(~)6V"(M)/I°°+(~) 6U"(M)/I°°" 
From calculations similar to those that yielded Lemma 3.1, we get 
EI(~) 6V(i)/lO0 gn_l]<~l -~8(~)6/1°°p~ 
U(i) = maxt  ~ tl°(n'x)'l } -  1. 1. xEJi 
V.(M) = •i V(i) and 
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SO 
,] °° ,.,} 
)en.2. 2+, 
for p small. The exponent (len(M)/2p -1/2) + 1 is less than (len(I)/2p -1/2) + 1 which 
is less than ((log(1/p))/lOOp l/z) + 1, so for p small we have 
1 6V.(M)/IO0 
Similarly for 
and we conclude that 
g[ (~)  3z'(M)/lO0 F ._ I ]~< 1 +pl/4, 
We now consider the term involving X.(M). Let 
X.  1 (M)  =/{there  xists a site y within p-l/2 of the left endpoint of M with Xo(Y) = 1}' 
X2(M) =/{there exists a site y within p 1!2 of the right endpoint of M with •o(Y) = 1}" 
Then as above 
2(~)3X'~(M)/lO0 ~(;)6X~(M)/IO0 + ( ; )  6x~(u)/lO0 " 
It is elementary to see that 
E[ (~) 6x~(M)/l°° _1] < ~ +pl/2 F. 1 (~)611°° <1+ p'/4 
and similarly for XZ,(M) we conclude asily that 
] E F._I  ~<l+pl /4.  
The desired result for (l/p) 6r~(MI/l°° follows once we note that E can possess at 
most 3(log(l/p))/100p 1/2 sites. So 
l - / /1  ~6r~'(M)/100 I ] 
"Lt~) vn-1 ~(1-1-pp-6/l°°)3(l°g(l/p)l/l°°pii2~i-p-pll4 
for p small. The lemma is proven. [ ]  
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Proof of Proposition 3.1. We first argue for N > 3(log(1/p))/lOOp and then sketch 
adjustments needed to take care of the proposition for smaller N. Since our process is 
stopped at T = inf{ n: Z. has a full interval of length (log (1/p))/lOOp }, we may suppose 
that ~._~ has no such full interval. Suppose first that f1(x,-1) > 1. In this case I has 
a decomposition into thick and thin intervals: M._ 1 (1), K._ 1 (1), M._  1 (2) . . . .  , 
K, - l ( r )  with r/> 1. By Lemmas 3.4, 3.7 and 3.8 
El f (z , , )  IF . -~]  ~< f i  E[G. (K . - , ( i ) ) I F . -x ] f i  E [H . (M._ , ( i ) ) J F . _~ ] 
i=1  i=1 
n " - -  '"' ,,,oo 
i=l \P , /  
For p small, this is less than 
f i  (~)~lK'-~")l- m °° = ft(z._ a). 
i=1  
Now suppose that f~(x,-x) equals one. Then the interval I is one long thin interval. 
Lemma 3.8 can be applied directly to I to obtain 
E[ f (z . ) I F . -x ]  <~ E[H.( I ) IF ._~] <~ 1 + f /4 .  
The proposition follows. [] 
4. Proof of first half of Proposition 1.1 
In this section we prove the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1. As p tends to zero, 
sup PP[qo~(N,.) = 1] ~ O. 
N ~ e (Iog~pl/lOOOP 
Proof. Given Proposition 3.2, we can assume that N >(3~lOOp)log(lip). Let 
N ~< e ~l°g2p)/l°°°p. We have seen that for any interval I, of length (log(1/p))/lOOp, the 
process M, =f i (z ,^ r) - (n ^  T)p x/¢ is a supermartingale with respect o F, for small 
p where T = inf{n,x, contains a fully occupied interval of length (log(1/p ) )/l OOp }. 
Therefore the process 
V. = ~( f t ( z . , ,  r) - (nA T)p x/4) = ~f t (z .^r )  -- N (n A T)p ale 
I ! 
is a supermartingale where the summation is over all subintervals of [0, N] (with the 
endpoints 0 and N considered adjacent) of length (log(1/p))/lOOp. At the stopping 
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time T, there is an interval I which is full. So on { T ~< N}, 
(~ ).lo../p),/loov)- , 
VT >~ fl(Zr) -- P 1/*N2 >I -- P 1/4N2" 
But by Lemma 3.1, E[Vo] < 2N for small p. By Doob's Optional Sampling Theorem 
( (~ )((log(1/p))/tOOp)- i ) 
2N > EEVo] > EEVT^N] > P[ T <~ N] - -  p l /4N2 
- P [T  > N](pX/4N2). 
It follows that if p is small 
2N + pX/4N2 2N 2 
P[ T <~ N] < (1/p)ttlog~l/v))/xOOp)_ 1 < (1/p)<<logtl/v>)/xoop)- i 
< 2e(2(log2(1/p))/lOOOp)-((log2(1/p))/lOOp)- 1. 
The proof of the proposition is complete. [] 
5. Completion of proof of Proposition 1.1 
In this section we complete the proof of the proposition by proving the following 
proposition. 
Proposition 5.1. As p tends to zero. 
inf PP[q+(N, . )  = 1] --+ 1. 
N/> e IlO001°f#p}/p 
Remark. This result and its proof is essentially due to Roberto Schonmann. 
Proof. Let N be an integer greater than e "°°°l°*=p)/p and let p be small. We divide the 
interval [0, N] into l O/p intervals of equal ength I x, 12 .... ,1 lo/p (we assume, without 
loss of generality, that lO/p divides N). Denote the restriction of q+ to the strip 
[0,N] x Ij by qJ. Since P[qo~(N,.) # 1] ~< IO/pP[rl~(N, .) # 1], if we can show that 
1 - V [ -q l (N , . )  ~ 1 on Ij'] 
is of smaller order than p as p tends to zero, then the proposition will be proved. 
We divide {0}x l l  into Np2/(5OOO(log(1/p))) disjoint intervals of length 
(500(log(1/p)))/p {0} x Jx, {0} x J2 . . . . .  Outside of probability 
(1 - e-<5°°~°g=(P))/P) Np~/~5°°°tl°gtl/p))), for some k, qo(0,.) = t/~(0,.) is identically 1 on 
JR. This probability is vanishingly small compared to p. We consider the behaviour of 
t/l(n,. ) when some JR is completely occupied by comparing it to the Markov chain 
described below. 
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Let X. be a Markov chain on [0, Np/lO] with transition probabilities: 
for x s (0, Np/lO), p(x, x + 1) = p, 
p(x,x) = 1 - p - (1 - p)X, p(x,O) = (1 - p)X; 
for x = Np/lO, p(x,x) = 1 - (1 - p)X, p(x,O) = (1 - p)X; 
for x = 0, p(x,x) = p(x,O) = 1. 
We will also stipulate that X0 = (500 log( 1/p))/p. It is easy to see that if Z. = length of 
the longest fully occupied interval of ql(n,. ), then Z, can be coupled to the Markov 
chain X, so that X. ~< Z. for each n provided that Zo >>- 500(log(1/p))/p. 
Therefore 
P[q~(N, . )¢ I ]<P  Zo< +P[XN=Np/10] .  
Now 
P[XN vL NU10] ~< P[X ,  hits 0 before Np/lO] 
+ P[Xn hits Np/lO, XN = 0] + P[X .  ¢ 0 or Np/lO]. (*) 
It is elementary that given that X, has reached state x, the probability it will never 
reach state x + 1 is equal to (1 - p)X/(p + (1 - p)X). Therefore the probability that the 
Markov chain X. hits 0 before Np/lO is bounded by 
~, (1 -- p)X/p < p498. 
x >~ 500(log(1/p))/p 
The second term on the right-hand side of (*) is easily bounded by N( 1 -p)Np/XO, 
while the third term is bounded by P[  W < Np/lO] where W is a binomial random 
variable with parameters p and N. This last probability is exponentially small in Np. 
Collecting these bounds together, we find that 
P[q~(N, . )  ~ 1] ~< (1 -e-t5°°l°g2tP))/P) Np2/tSOOOtl°gtl/p))) 
q_ p49S q_ N(1 - p)Np/lO _}_ P[W < Np/lO]. 
As all these terms are negligible compared to p as p tends to zero we are done. [] 
6. Extension to the torus 
In this section we consider the torus TN. Recall that TN is the set [0,N] 2 with 
opposite dges considered as adjacent. As with the process on the square with free 
boundary conditions, our bootstrap ercolation process r/.(. , .) increases with time 
n to a final configuration 7®('," )- As with the square we will ignore the natural time 
and impose a different order of evolution for the process. 
We modify some of the definitions of Section 2 as follows: given a configuration 
t/on {0, 1 } t°'m2 and x, r e [0, N], I,_ l(x, 17) denotes the largest interval I of the torus 
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[0 ,N]  containing x and such that q ( r -  1,y) = 1 for all yE l .  If I , - l (x ,q)  is non- 
empty, we define c~_~(x,q) to be the union of the interval L-~(x,q) and its two 
neighbouring sites. If I , - l (x ,  rl) is empty, we define c,- l (x,  rl) to be {x}. 
A configuration q' on {0, 1 } t°'m~ is q updated at (column) r if 
(1) For a l l j  ~ r and all y, rl'(j,y) = q(j,y), 
(2) q'(r, x) = 1 if q(r, y) = 1 for some y s c~_ l(X, q); q'(r, x) = 0 otherwise. 
Given an initial configuration ~/o( "," ) and x ~ [0, N],  we define the process ~/"x by 
r/°'~ = qo; for r ~> 1, r/"'~ is equal to ~/,- 1.~ updated at x + rmod(N + 1). 
Note that for r ~< N, q"X(x + r) is equal in distribution to X,. (Here x + r 
is a number in [0 ,N]  equal to x + r modulo N + 1.) The following facts are 
clear: 
Fact 1. For each x, rl ~'~ increases with r to the final configuration rio. 
Fact 2. I f  for some x, and r > x, q"°(x, ) = rf+N+l"°(x), then q,+N+x.0 _ r/~. 
Given a configuration t/, we say an interval [x, y] ( c [0, N] )  is "lost" by column z if 
~12-x'x(z, ) -qz - r - l ' Y+ l (z ,  ). In words this means that the updating of r/ at 
x + 1,x + 2 .... , y + 1 before updating at y + 2,y + 3 , . . . , z  does not result in an 
increase at column z. The lemma below follows from Fact 2 and this definition. 
Lemma 6.1. The intersection of the events {[0,N/3]  is lost by 2N/3}, 
{[N/3 + l, 2N/3] is lost by N} and {[ 2N/3 + l, N] is lost by N/3 } is contained in the 
event qN/a'°(N/3,. ) - q~(S/3 , .  ). 
The proof of the following lemma constitutes the majority of the work in this 
section. 
Lemma 6.2. Let T be the stopping time (with respect o the natural fltration of q~,0, 
r ~ [E0, 2N/3]), 
T = inf{ n:r/"'° contains an interval of length greater than (log(1/p))/lOOp}. 
Then 
sup P[[O,N/3] is not lost by 2N/3 and T > 2N/3] 
N > (3/100p) log(i /p) 
tends to zero as p tends to zero. 
Proof. Consider the vector  ~]N/3,O (N/3,-). Enumerate in "increasing" order its maxi- 
N3 mal occupied intervals rN/3 rN/3 . . . .  in~¢/3) a l  , ~t2 , 
Now for r ~ (N/3, 2N/3] let I'1,F2, ... ,I~t,) be an "increasing" enumeration of 
maximal occupied intervals of q"°(r, .  ) which, in addition, have the property: for each 
j, I~ contains a y for which q"°(r,y) = 1 but q'-N/a-l"N/3+l(r,y) = O. 
It is clear that n(r) decreases as r increases. The lemma will be proven if we can show 
that with overwhelming probability n(2N/3) is equal to 0 on the event { T > 2N/3}. 
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The main ingredient in establishing this is the following fact: 
X, = n(r ^  T)(I+--pl~O0)(r^T-N/3) 
is a supermartingale with respect to its natural filtration ifp is small enough. Once ( • ) 
is established we simply observe that on {n(2N/3) > 0, T > 2N/3}, X2N/3 exceeds 
(1 + P1/l°°/3)N/3-1. Thus by a Tchebychev inequality 
E[X2N/3 ] N 
P[n(mN/3) > 0, T > 2N/3] ~< (1 + P1/lOO/3)N/3-1 ~ (1 + pmOO/3)N/3-1' 
which tends to zero as p tends to zero uniformly in N > lip. 
It only remains to show (.) .  
Given the intervals I], I~, , I~(,), we shall say that an interval F. + 1 is a descendent . . . .  j 
of I~ if I~, r~ I; +1 is non-empty. The dynamics of updating ensure that every interval I~ 
has at most one descendent. One reason for the decrease in n(r) is that two different 
intervals may have the same descendent; we will not exploit his however. We say that 
an interval I~, dies out if it has no descendent. On { T > r}, the event hat I~ dies out 
has probability at least pl/99 provided p is small enough. It is now easy to see that 
E[n(r + 1)l T > r, n(N/3),n(N/3 + 1), ... ,n(r)] ~< n(r)(1 - -  p l /99) .  
Fact ( , )  and the lemma follow easily. [] 
Proof of Theorem 0.1. We first consider the probability that TN is internally spanned 
for (3/100p)log(l/p) < N ~< e (l°g~p)/l°°°p and p small. The case of smaller N is dealt 
with by Proposition 3.2. The work of Sections 3 and 4 ensures that, outside of a set of 
probability tending to zero with p, there are no occupied intervals of ~/,.O(r,. ) of length 
greater than (log(1/p))/lOOp for r < N. Therefore Lemma 6.2 implies that with 
probability tending to one as p tends to zero: 
(a) [0,N/3] is lost by 25[/3, 
(b) rIN/a'°(N/3,.) contains no occupied intervals of length greater than 
(log(1/p ) )/ l OOp. 
For the torus TN there is nothing special about the process qr,o. Applying the above 
observations to q,,N/3 and q,,EN/3 we find that with probability tending to one as 
p tends to zero: 
(c) [N/3,2N/3] is lost by N, 
(d) [2N/3,N] is lost by N/3. 
Therefore it follows from Lemma 6.1, (a), (c) and (d), that qN/3,0 (N/3,.) - tl~ (N/3,.). 
However (b) ensures that qs/a'°(N/3,.) # 1 and therefore q . (N/3 , . )  # 1. That is to 
say, TN is not internally spanned. 
If N <~ l/p, then P [  TN is not internally spanned] > P [ TN contains a completely 
vacant column]. The latter term must tend to one as p tends to zero. 
Conversely, Theorem 0.1 ensures that on the square [0, N] 2, 
inf PP[~/~(N, . ) - I ]  ~ 1 asp ~0.  
N/> e ( l °°° j °~p) /p  
T.S. Mountford/Stochastic Processes and their Applications 56 (1995) 185 205 205 
This clearly implies that on TN 
inf PP[tlo~(N,. )=1]  ~ 1 asp  ~0.  
N ~ e (lO001°g~p)/p 
But as was pointed out in Schonmann (1991), if a column of TN is occupied by the 
dynamics of TN, then the only way that TN can avoid being internally spanned is for 
there to be a completely vacant column of r/0. This latter event has vanishingly small 
probabil ity as p tends to zero under the above conditions. We are done. [] 
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